
Communism to Democracy and Capitalism 
Directions:  Watch video and take notes 

 

The change would not be easy for several reasons 

1. people did not have ________________________ or ______________________ about how democracy 

works 

2. ________________ leaders still around and could influence new govt. 

3. widespread __________________ 

4. changes were hard; caused increased __________________ and _________________ 

5. too many ______________ differences took place for many countries to reunite 

6. Many people longed for a return to communism because the government provided 

_______________________ and a _________________ net 

 

 

Europe Unification  
Directions:  Watch video clip from Europe in Transition-Government and Politics-Europe Unification… to complete the 
following. 

 

1. Reasons Western Europe wanted to Unify 

a. . The people had suffered through 2 world wars within 30 Years. 

b. . Economics so bad easy for USSR expansion and communism to take over. 

c. . wanted to prevent Germany from gaining power and controlling Europe. 

d. control Europe 

2. Treaty that eventually became the EU set out to do 3 things: 

a. . Central Banking System and Currency – Euro 

b. . Agree on a common Foreign Policy and system of Defense 

c. . Cooperate on Immigration, Judicial and social Issues 

 

3. Some countries do not want to join because 

a. . Feared large countries would dominate 

b. . Don’t want to be told what to do 

c. . Individual countries would lose their identity 



Eastern Europe and Russia Government 
Directions:  Read in text pages 360-366 “Eastern Europe and Russia” 

When Eastern Europe gained their freedom from the Soviet Union changes took place in their government.  Read 
to gather characteristics about the government AFTER they gained freedom. 

Government changes after communism crashed 

Eastern Europe: 

1. . 

2. . 

3. . 

4. . 

5. . 

6. . 

7. . 

8. . 
 

Russia: page 364-365 

POSITIVE NOT SO POSTIVIE 
1. . 

2. . 

3. . 

4. . 

5. . 

6. . 

7. . 

1. . 

2. . 

3. . 

4. . 

 

 

 


